Join a transformative journey across Europe, where aspiring or new entrepreneurs learn from experienced ones, blending innovation with knowledge. Together we will create more companies and jobs, promoting entrepreneurship across Europe.

This exchange programme is implemented by over 150 local organisations across nearly 40 European countries. It has facilitated over 12 000 exchanges between new and host entrepreneurs. Discover more than 200 Success Stories featuring recent exchanges between entrepreneurs, with the growing number of entrepreneurs from Ukraine.

**FOR NEW ENTREPRENEURS**

**Skills:**
Receive on-the-job training to effectively start and run a business.

**Collaboration:**
Work closely with experienced entrepreneurs.

**Insights:**
Learn about markets and business practices.

**Networking:**
Develop a network of international contacts.

**Support:**
Receive EU funding to cover exchange costs.

**FOR HOST ENTREPRENEURS**

**Innovation:**
Access new ideas that drive business growth.

**Perspective:**
Benefit from the innovative skills of new entrepreneurs.

**Knowledge:**
Gain insights into different markets.

**Opportunities:**
Identify cooperation opportunities.

**Technology:**
Explore emerging technologies for new products and services.
Prepare your CV, motivation statement, and business plan.

Prepare your CV and motivation statement.

Get help from local contact points to find an experienced entrepreneur.

Get help from local contact points to find a new entrepreneur.

FOR NEW ENTREPRENEURS

FOR HOST ENTREPRENEURS

EYE PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS

12,000+ exchanges

23,000+ new entrepreneur applications

13,000+ host entrepreneur applications

40+ countries

1-6 month exchange duration

97% of participants consider their participation in the programme beneficial

GET STARTED

APPLY ONLINE

DISCOVER MORE HERE

#ErasmusEntrepreneurs

EYE programme

@ErasmusEntrepreneurs

Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs

@EYEprogramme

Funded by the European Union